Bilevel optimization and its bicriteria approximation in computational protein design
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Proteins are the main active molecules of Life. While natural proteins play many roles, as enzymes or antibodies for example, there is a need to go beyond the repertoire of natural proteins to produce engineered proteins that precisely meet application requirements, in terms of function, stability, activity or other protein capacities. Computational Protein Design (CPD) aims at designing new proteins using full-atom molecular or coarse-grain models.

CPD methods aim at finding a sequence of amino acids that folds into a target 3D structure, that corresponds to the desired properties and functions. A general formulation of this problem being highly intractable, simplifying assumptions have been made : the target protein structure (or backbone) is often assumed to be rigid, the continuous space of flexibility of amino acids side-chains is represented as a discrete set of conformations called rotamers and the atomic forces that control the protein stability are represented as a decomposable energy function, defined as the sum of terms involving at most two bodies (amino acids). The problem of design is then reduced to a purely discrete optimization problem : given a rigid backbone, one must find a combination of discrete side-chain natures and conformations (rotamers) that minimizes the energy. The resulting sequence and associated side-chain conformations define the Global Minimum Energy Conformation (GMEC) for the target backbone.

Unfortunately, the rigid backbone and discrete rotamer simplifications ignore protein flexibility, even though proteins are known to not remain in a single position. They rather evolve in a set of low energy conformations. To integrate flexibility in the design model, multistate design requires an ensemble of backbone conformations as the description of the input structure. This favors the design of flexible proteins that move slightly around their ideal conformation, or perform large conformational changes. Negative multistate design allows for both desired and undesired structures as an input. The sought sequence is aimed at stabilizing the positive (desired) states while destabilizing the negative (undesired) states. This enables for example the modeling of affinity improvement : the desired state is the bound structure, and the undesired state the unbound structure. Target specificity can also be modeled : complexes with the protein bound to the desired and undesired ligands are the positive and negative states respectively. Negative design is a challenging NP-complete problem [8].

Constraint programming is a discrete optimization technology focused on constraint satisfaction/feasibility problems, approaching optimization by iteratively solving feasibility problems. Its generalization into weighted constraint programming (aka cost function networks) focuses on optimization problems, which also allows it to tackle machine learning problems defined on discrete probabilistic graphical models (Markov random fields, Bayesian networks).

A cost function network factorizes a complex function in local functions on discrete variables. Each function returns a cost for any assignment of its variables. Constraints are represented as functions with costs in \{0, T\} where T is an upper bound cost associated with forbidden assignments. The goal is to find a non-forbidden assignment of all variables that minimizes the sum of all the local functions. This problem is NP-hard. Several techniques have been developed to solve it using exact branch and bound methods relying on soft local consistencies [2, 3].
The single-state protein design problem can be easily cast as a cost function network [1, 7, 6]. In negative design, the problem can be formulated as a bilevel query on a cost function network. Existing minimization mechanisms, such as branch-and-bound and local consistencies, were adapted to bilevel optimization in the CFN solver toulbar2 (see Fig. 1).\(^1\)

Alternatively, coarse-grain models (side-chain conformations are precompiled by the model) allow to formulate the negative design as a bicriteria optimization problem where the criteria are cost function networks representing the desired and undesired states respectively. As a first tested approach, a linear combination of these networks allows to find a subset of pareto solutions by exploiting the existing methods in toulbar2 (Fig. 2). This approach allows to reduce the problem complexity from $\text{NP}^\text{NP}$ to $\text{NP}$. From a wider perspective, this problem can also be tackled as a global constraint on the secondary network controlling its maximum (and/or minimum) total cost. These developments have a broad application interest and solving these problems will require upper bounding techniques such as Lagrange relaxation [5].
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